
 
 
  
 
 
September 1, 2022 
 
Gabriel Boric Font, President of the Republic of Chile 
Alvaro Elizalde Soto, President of the Senate  
Raúl Soto Mardones, President of the Chamber of Deputies 
 
 
Honorable Leaders, 
 
We strongly oppose any and all efforts to expand and normalize dog racing in Chile.  
 
Wherever it takes place, greyhound racing is a form of animal exploitation and a problem for both 
society and the law. There is no way to “regulate out” the cruelty of dog racing, particularly to stop 
the injuries and deaths that greyhounds suffer. When some of the fastest animals on earth are 
trained to chase the same object, they crowd together and collide. Because greyhounds have little 
body fat, very thin bones, and are running at 45 miles per hour, the result is that they routinely suffer 
broken legs, broken backs, crushed skulls and spinal cord paralysis. A broken toe can be a death 
sentence because it is much cheaper and faster to obtain a new dog rather than rehabilitate an 
injured one. 
 
Dog racing, like dog fighting, is not a sport. The dogs do not choose to compete and when they 
are injured, there is no happy retirement. Many are simply thrown away like trash. In human sports, 
those who decide to participate earn something, whether money, prestige or just personal 
satisfaction. But in racing, greyhounds only gain the chance to be exploited again. These gentle 
hounds deserve to be loved and respected as family friends and companions – not abused for 
financial gain of by a select few. 
 
It is well documented that greyhounds are kept in shameful conditions, endure coercive and 
punitive training methods and are drugged to fix races. Additionally, we are concerned that the 
legalization of dog racing would worsen the growing stray and homeless animal crisis. Simply put, 
any greyhound lucky enough to survive racing would take the place of another companion animal 
looking for a safe home. 
 
Thankfully, the trend is with the greyhounds, as proven by the recent examples of Argentina, 
Uruguay and the State of Rio Grande Do Sul in Brazil, all countries where greyhound racing has 
been proactively banned. Chile should follow the humane example of its neighbours and renounce 
any attempt by local galgueros to authorize their cruel pastime.  In short, greyhound racing means 
greyhound death. There is no escaping this. And that’s why dog racing is illegal in all but 7 
countries worldwide. 
 
Dog racing hurts dogs from start to finish, and should be considered a crime -- not a state-
sanctioned business. On behalf of greyhound advocates everywhere, we urge you to reject the 
galgueros’ petition and reject the legalization of dog racing in Chile. 
 
Sincerely, 
     

 
 
Christine A. Dorchak, Esq.   Stefania Traini 
President, GREY2K USA Worldwide  President, Pet Levrieri 
 
 
 


